Enamel dictates whole tooth deformation: a finite element model study validated by a metrology method.
In order to understand whole tooth behavior under load the biomechanical role of enamel and dentin has to be determined. We approach this question by comparing the deformation pattern and stiffness of intact teeth under load with the deformation pattern and stiffness of the same teeth after the enamel has been mechanically compromised by introducing a defect. FE models of intact human premolars, based on high resolution micro-CT scans, were generated and validated by in vitro electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI) experiments. Once a valid FE model was established, we exploit the flexibility of the FE model to gain more insight into whole tooth function. Results show that the enamel cap is an intrinsically stiff biological structure and its morphology dictates the way a whole tooth will mechanically behave under load. The mechanical properties of the enamel cap were sufficient to mechanically maintain almost its entire stiffness function under load even when a small defect (cavity simulating caries) was introduced into its structure and breached the crown integrity. We conclude that for the most part, that enamel and not dentin dictates the mechanical behavior of the whole tooth.